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MIM Switching Devices Using Diamond-Like-Carbon Films

E.Ohta, Y.Kinura, H.Kondo, ll.Takahashi, K.Kaneyana, K.yanada
and I.Fujimura

Research and Developnent Center,RIC0H Co..Ltd.
16-1 Shinei-cho,Kohoku-kurYokohana 223 Japan

DLC filns eere prepared by the conventional plasna CVD nethod fron the uixture
of CH* and Hz gases. The structure and properties of the filns were studied as
a function of rf porer. The resistivity decreased alnost 4 orders of nagnitude
sith increasing rf power in spite of undoped conditions. lde consider the change
is due to an increase of graphite portion in filns. Ue have atteupted to apply
DLC filns as an insulator layer for llllil device. The ssitching characteristics
of our device was satisfactory and controllable by the filn thickness and the
deposition condition (rf poser) . fon / Ioff was nore than 4 orders of nagnitude
and synmetry(R) was nearly 1.0. DLC filns are quite suitable to the insulator
Iayer for lllll device.

1. Introduction

Recently, extensive studies r)- a) have been

carried out on Dianond-Like-Carbon (DLC) filns
because of high resistivitv ( > 10' ' O cm) and

hardness ( > zOOOte / mm" ) . lloreover, the various

applications to electronic devices are

strongly expected. Since their electrical
properties are controlled over a wide range

by changing the deposition conditions and

they have superior snoothness and unifornity'
ue have attenpted to apply DLC filns as an

D-5-6

thickness ras about 7000A. Deposition

conditions are shoun in table 1.

Table 1 Deposition conditions
rf pocer 25lt-200U
Hz dilution(HrlCHo+Hr) 50 vol.$
Total floc rate 10 sccn
Electrode area 113 cm'

Electrode distance 75 nn
Total pressure 0.035 torr
Substrate tenp. roon tenP.

The several sanples cere fabricated by

changing rf poser fron 25U to 100t1, keeping

other conditions constant. lie investigated

the relationship between the properties and

the filn structure using then. Ue exanined

optical band gap (Egopt) ,hydrogen content (C") ,

resistivity ( p ) , activation energy (Ea) of the

electrical conductivity and spin density (Ns; .

Furthernore, se neasured Ranan spectra to
confirn the structural change.

The Al lDLC filns/Al layers oere deposited on

the pyrex glass substrate cith thicknesses of
1000A, E00A and 10004. The active area of the

l,lll,l device was lXlnn 2 . Ue measured the I -V
characteristics to t10V by 0.2V step. In

order to analyze its electrical conduction

insulator layer for
scitching device.

itetal - Insu lator -l,letal (ilil,i)

As a resultr ue could

obtain the excellent ssitching characteristics.
In additionr go denonstrated to drive the

active natrix LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

using our llll{ devices.

2. Experinentals

DLC filns uere prepared by the conventional

plasna CVD nethod fron the nixture of CH" and

Hz sases. Pyrex slass (S7740) and Si-wafer (100)

subustrates eere held on the rf electrode on

shich ion bonbardnent is activated by

negative self -bias voltages. The filn
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nechanisn, we investigated the I -V

characteristics of several ltff devices cith
various kinds of upper electrode metals.

lloreover r s€ nade lllll devices changing DLC

filn thickness fron 500A to 12504 usine a

constant rf poser 25lll and rf poser fron 25U

to 100U for a constant thickness. Fron these

sanples the dependence of the I -V

characteristics on filn thicknesses and rf
poser nas estiuated.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig.l shous the rf poser dependence of each

property. Ue observed a significant change in
p , chich decreased alnost 4 orders of
nagnitude cith increasing rf power in spite
of the inpurities undoped condition.
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Fig.Z Change of Ranan spectra.

The horizontal scale provides the Ranan shift
(in nave nuubers). The broad band assigned by

DLC filn is neasured nearly at 1550 cn-' in
the louer rf power (less than 50U) region,
Ehile in the higher rf power (nore than 50U)

region new Ranan band appears at 1350 cn-"
shich refers to the defective graphite.

lloreover, intensity of this Rauan band

increases sith increasing rf pouer and the

broad band at 1550 cn-' shifts to higher wave

nunber with decreasing line width. These

results indicate that the graphite portion

increases in filns with increasing rf poser.

Tenperature dependence of electrical
conductivity is presented in Fig,3.
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Fig.3 Tenperature
conductivity.
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Fig.l RF porer dependence of each property.

Since optical band gap (Egopt) and activation
enerey(Ea) decreased, p decreased consequently.

However, fron the follosing results that
spin density (Ns) decreased in spite of
decrease in Cx and the renarkable decrease in
p earlier described, ce consider that
structural change occurred sith increasing rf
POEer.

The details of Ranan spectra of sanples

prepared at different rf poeers are

illustrated in Fig.2.
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Curves of ln o show linear dePendence in the

Iocer rf power region, indicating that

conductivity obeys a thernal activation

mechanisn. However, in the higher rf Poeer

region, curves deviate fron the linear

relationship, thus we speculate that change

of the transport nechanisn nay be caused by

sone structural changes. Fig.4 shows the I-V
characteristics of the lll}l device. Ion / Ioff
is nore than 4 orders of nagnitude and

synnetry (R) (ratio betueen forward and reverse

current) is nearly 1.0.
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Fig.4 I-V characteristics of the llllt device.
A solid line is foruard current and a dotted
line is reverse current.

lloreover, the I -V characteristics sas

expressed by the follocing equations'

independent on the uork function of uPPer

electrode naterials as shosn in Fig.5. In

addition, se investigated the dependence of E s

P on the filn thickness and the deposition

condition (rf porer) to confirn the

controllability of the I-V characteristics of

our ilIll devices. As illustrated in Fig.6, the

experinental values agree quite nell with the

solid lines shich are calculated fron Eq. (2)

and (3) . The renarkable deerease in K as

increasing rf poser is shosn in Fig. 7. lde

consider that this change is due to the

decrease in resistivity caused by the

increase of the graphite portion.
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Fig.5 Dependence of the extent of nonlinearity
(p) and synnerty(R) on nork functions of upper
electrode naterials.

0n the other hand, the P deceases sith
increasing rf power. Ue assu[e that the

decrease in F is due to the decrease in the

dielectric constant of the filn caused by the

increase of the graphite Portion.

Iloreoverr e€ have develoPed the active

natrix LCD') with 100X100 pixels bv the

photolithographie technology, using our l'|il
device shich consisted of the IT0/AI/DLC filn/
Ni layers. ,{s shosn in Fig.8' active area

(10rn X 10rn) is forned by crossing to uPPer

netal Ni vith loser 41. As a result' the

operation at I / L024 duty ratio sithout

flicker and close-taIk ras denonstrated. Thus

it gas confirned that our ltll'l device had

excellent perforrance as a sritching elenent

for LCD.
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Uhere p,e and d is the resistivity'
dielectric constant and thickness of DLC filns'
respectively. The coefficient K and B

denote the conductivity and the extent of

nonlinearity. Both coefficients depend on the

properties of DLC filns and the geonetrv of

ltll{ device. Ue considered that the nechanisn

of electrical conduction on this device was

contact -limited phenonenon, or rather bulk

-Iinited or€, a) because we found the extent

of nonlinearity ( P ) and symnetry (R) were
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4. Conclusions

Ue have investigated the relationship
between the properties and the structure of
DLC fihs and have attenpted to apply these
DLC fihs as an insulator layer for Fletal -
Insulator-l,letal (llil{) scitching device.
(l) The resistivity decreased alnost 4

orders of nagnitude with increasing rf pouer
in spite of undoped condition. Ue consider
that the change is due to an increase of
graphite portion in the filns.
(2) The snitching characteristics of our lllll

device oas satisfactory and controllable by

the filn thickness and the deposition
condition (rf pocer) . fon / Iof.f uas nore than 4

orders of nagnitude and synnetry (R) uas

nearly 1.0. DLC filns are very pronising as

an insulator layer for HfH device.
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Fig,8 Schenatic diagran of the natrix lllll.


